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About

Venture into Flow programming and coding with sine waves using the Friendbot. Learning to code objects more realistically as they 
usually don’t just start and stop instantly, and almost never move at a constant speed. You can participate in this session without a 
Quirkbot in hand previewing the CODE simulator. Test and execute your programs with the virtual servos and LED hardware and 
looking at waves. 

Hour of Code is a one-hour introduction to computer science, designed to demystify "code", to show that anybody can learn the basics, 
and to broaden participation in the field of computer science. 

https://hourofcode.com/


Hour of Code 2020

View Recording Here: https://youtu.be/2CzG-kGj4CE

https://youtu.be/2CzG-kGj4CE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CzG-kGj4CE


Waves in the Real World
Paulo introducing how we use waves as part of programming and how we see them in the real 
world. The literal waves of water rippling, to the motion of how a bird’s wings flap, to the 
motion of your hands moving as you stroll. 















Strawbees CODE: Flow Programming
Paulo walked us through Flow Programming workspace, the different types of Nodes, and how they connect together. He focused on 
using the Brain - Wave Node to control the inputs such as the servo motor and LEDS. The simulator made it possible to think apply 
different shapes of waves for controlling the brightness and it’s animation or the acceleration to deceleration in the servo’s motion.
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Pair Programming with the Friendbot
Lindsay and Paulo teamed up to program the Friendbot using the Wave node to mimic a heart beating using Ramp 
Down. Then using the circuit touch to trigger the head of the Friendbot to show excitement. Otherwise the friendbot is 
calm in motion by default when nothing is touched.  

Flow Program: 
https://code.strawbees.com/
flow/?p=5fd21ae7ba7138d1
348e55b8

https://code.strawbees.com/flow/?p=5fd21ae7ba7138d1348e55b8
https://code.strawbees.com/flow/?p=5fd21ae7ba7138d1348e55b8
https://code.strawbees.com/flow/?p=5fd21ae7ba7138d1348e55b8

